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Celebrate the Moon Landing’s 50th
Anniversary With Moon-Look Tile
While it’s been 50 years since man brought tile to the
moon, tile designs continue to reflect the textures and
patterns we witnessed through the historic moon
landing. Shades of gray, soft textures, and galactic
patterns shine just as brightly in our homes as they do in
the night sky, lighting up our interior decor with trending
“moon looks.”

Moon Shine

Relive the Top Show Floor Sessions
from Coverings 2019

Pre-Grouting, Sealing, and Sealers:
Care and Maintenance

Access exclusive content streamed live from
Coverings 2019. Gain access to 55+
sessions on various topics including social
media marketing, tile trends, installation
techniques and more.

Chemistry is hard at work in most modern
tiles and the materials used to install and
maintain them. Watch this video to discover
all you need to know about sealers and
grout releases.

Tune In

No Grout About It

The Changing Market for Ceramic Tile
in the U.S.

Understanding Efflorescence (That
Ugly White Powder on Your Tile)

As part of the conference program at
Coverings 2019 in Orlando, Donato Grosser,
principal of D. Grosser and Associates, Ltd.,
in New York, offered an analysis of ceramic
tile business in the U.S., based on
interviews with distributors throughout the
U.S.

We've all seen it: that really ugly white
powder that grows on cement grout and
also tile, stone, brick and concrete,
particularly when it's installed someplace
with moisture (i.e., in a basement or
outdoors). That white residue is called
efflorescence.

Ch-Ch-Ch-Ch-Changes

Salty

Can Picafort Project Dazzles Mallorca
Coastline

Healthy, WELL, and
Wise with Tile

The Can Picafort Project from TED’A
Arquitectes continues to be one of the most
stunning revivals in Mallorca. The entire
inside of the existing building was
renovated to transform it into seaside
apartments with one of the most stunning
views on the island.

Understand the current health concerns
associated with chemicals used in other
floor coverings and learn why ceramic tile is
a better option for your health. Smart,
beautiful, and no nasty chemicals… that’s
Why Tile.
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